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AT FRIDAY’S CLOSE: 

   

  

 

Dow Jones  12,880 2.82% 

S&P 500   1,362 3.18% 
NASDAQ   2,935 2.66% 
NYSE   7,801 3.74% 

Russell      798 4.49% 
Oil   84.87 7.43% 

Gold  1,598 1.76% 

It was an incredible, but not very surprising 

week in the markets. 

In our last issue of Stock World Weekly, Phil 

had taken things bullish at the end of the week 

with QQQ 

weekly $63 calls 

at .75 in antici-

pation of a 

move up this 

Thursday and 

Friday on news 

out of the EU 

meeting in Brus-

sells but he also 

warned:     

We’ve seen 

how long 

$125Bn last-

ed Spain 

(about 24 

hours before 

rates shot up 

again) so it  

will take 

more than a 

few words to 

really re-

store confi-

dence. 

As you can see from our Big Chart, which sum-

marizes the lines derived from Phil’s 5% Rule 

(which we have a primer on later in this issue) we 

hit the expected top of our ranges again almost on 

the button and those QQQ $63 calls finished the 

week at $1.15, up a solid 53% after a very wild 

ride.   

Our other bull-

ish trade ideas 

from last 

week’s issue 

were AAPL (up 

1% for the 

week), GT (up 

6%) and SVU 

(up 9%) in ad-

dition to Phil’s 

featured BNN 

selections of 

GLW (up 2%), 

CHK (up 5%) 

and WFR (up 

4%) and BBY 

(up 11%).  

The options 

plays that were 

featured on 

those stocks 

performed a lot 

better...  It was 

Phil’s premise 

that the G20 are 

buying S&P 

points at a rate of $10Bn per S&P point per 6 

months and that’s where we are at 1,360 again.   

As we noted last week, Phil initiated two new virtual $25,000 Portfolios for Members on the 21st - 

one for very aggressive players as part of a larger margin account and another one designed for Mem-

bers with ordinary margin to practice with.  At 9:59 on Friday morning, the portfolio was up just about 

10% and Phil gave the word to cash in remaining open positions with the following words of wisdom:      

Wow, 10% in a week on the $25KPA?  OK, now I feel much better about cashing 

out.  We're NOT going to make 500% in a year so up 10% in a week is, therefore, VERY 

UNUSUAL and it's VERY IRRESPONSIBLE not to take that and run!  

http://ilene.typepad.com/files/sww-june-24-2012---final.pdf
http://watch.bnn.ca/#clip703992
http://watch.bnn.ca/#clip703992
http://watch.bnn.ca/#clip703992
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The Nielson Survey revealed that U.S. consumer confi-

dence fell in the second quarter from earlier in the year. Amer-

icans have been more cautious as a result of slowing employ-

ment growth and the escalating euro crisis. Consumer senti-

ment fell by 5 points to 87 from the first to the second quarter. 

According to the survey, fewer Americans are optimistic about 

their job prospects in the next 6 months and more Americans 

are concerned about the state of the country’s economy. 

Spain and Cyprus formally requested aid from the euro 

zone’s bailout funds, becoming the fourth and fifth countries 

in the single currency bloc to do so. Neither country specified 

how much it will ask for, but two external consultancies have 

estimated the banks’ actual capital needs at no more than €62 

billion combined. Moody’s lowered its long-term ratings on 28 

Spanish banks from one to four notches, directly affecting 

both Spanish assets and the IBEX index, which fell 3.7%. 

There is a struggle among officials as to how the funds will be 

distributed, whether directly to the banks, an idea supported by 

Spanish government officials and the IMF, or to the sovereign 

state, mainly supported by Germany. 

The Mexican peso fell 0.4% against the dollar, a one-week 

low for the currency. This reflects concerns that policy makers 

won’t be able to jump-start the global economic expansion, 

diminishing the outlook for the country’s exports. The de-

crease in value of the currency followed the Bank for Interna-

tional Settlements (BIS) announcement that policy makers are 

facing the limit of their ability to boost growth. 

According to the European Commission, the EU is losing 

approximately €1 trillion euros a year due to tax evasion and 

avoidance. The shadow economy is estimated to be around 

20% of GDP on average, or about €2.425 trillion. The Com-

mission will call on the member states to improve tax collec-

tion nationally, boost cooperation among EU countries in 

fighting tax fraud and increase pressure on tax havens outside 

the EU to limit tax evasion. 

Economic analysts cut 2012 forecasts on Brazil’s economic 

growth to 2.18%, the country’s weakest annual economic 

growth since 2009. The FGV consumer confidence index 

slumped 2.8% in June from May as indebted households and 

risk-wary investors kept a cautious stance despite the efforts of 

the government to revive growth. Inflation forecasts in Brazil 

were also lowered slightly.. 

 The IMF said that the economy of the Democratic Re-

public of Congo may expand 7% this year and that inflation 

will probably remain below 10%. The country should increase 

its foreign-currency reserves, a move to help reduce its vulner-

ability to external shocks. “[Congo’s] government is targeting 

economic growth of 6 percent this year, down from 7 percent 

in 2011. Inflation averaged 8.79 percent in the year through 

June, according to the central bank.  

Market recap: The familiar fear that the eurozone is on the 

verge of imploding sent stocks to their second big loss in three 

sessions, as investors took a skeptical view of this week's EU 

summit and Spain's request for a bailout of its banks. Crude oil 

prices slid to nearly $78 amid the concerns, pulling down shares 

of energy firms; banks also slipped. NYSE losers led winners 

nearly three to one.      

Monday’s Mobbed-Up Markets 

Phil on Income Portfolio Entries- Well we're pretty happy to scale 
into those so today is as good a day as any.  Our real fear is that 
they go flying up and we never get a chance to get in again at the-
se prices.  If they go down, then we'll own twice as much for even 
cheaper!  
Phil on Austerity—Talk about kicking the can down the road – 
what's the austerity plan – 20 years of no spending until we pay 
off our debts?  Our Government (and Europe about the same) 
currently spends $3.2Tn a year and takes in $2.2Tn for a $1Tn an-
nual deficit and we have $16Tn in debt.  So if we reduce spending 
by 66% and maintain collections (generally a mutually exclusive 
proposition) at the same level, then it will "only" take us 16 years 
to pay off the debt – if interest levels stay at 3% – otherwise we 
are totally screwed anyway.   
So we scrap Defense, Social Security and Medicare (but keep col-

lecting the money for Social Security and Medicare anyway be-
cause that's currently $800Bn a year (1/3) of the Government's 
revenues) and another $500Bn of discretionary spending and then 
we're down to spending just $1.2Tn a year and collecting $2.2Tn 
and THEN austerity works (as long as there are no natural disas-
ters, attacks on our country, wars or infrastructure emergen-
cies).  What a brilliant plan that is – so well thought out… 

AAPL—I think a nice earnings play can be constructed with 
the Sept $525/575 bull call spread at $31.50, selling the Jan 
$450 puts for $15.50 for net $16 on the $50 spread that's in 
the money for a 200% gain if AAPL holds $575 through Sept 
and $450 through Jan.  TOS wants net $45 for the sale of the 
$450s, which is not a bad use of margin to make $34 (75%) in 
6 months.   

http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/06/25/us-economy-nielsen-idINL5E8HM4WW20120625
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304458604577488891324210470.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304458604577488891324210470.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304458604577488891324210470.html
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-06-25/mexico-s-peso-drops-on-concern-global-economy-to-remain-sluggish
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/06/25/us-eu-tax-idUSBRE85O0X620120625
http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/06/25/brazil-economy-survey-idINL2E8HP1O220120625
http://www.philstockworld.com/2012/06/25/mondays-mobbed-up-markets-investment-banks-are-the-mafia/
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Market recap: Stocks shook off worries over Europe and whatev-

er Angela Merkel said or didn't say, boosted by data showing U.S. 

home prices rising for their first monthly gain since last autumn 

even as confidence continues to slip. Home builders and consumer 

stocks were strong, and energy issues rebounded. NYSE advancers 

topped decliners four to three.  

Technical Tuesday – Red is Dead  

Phil—Speaking of nasty – NWS is flying today as Uncle Ru-
pert is considering splitting the company.  That's a good les-
son in never letting your feelings get in the way of making a 
profit.  I'm sure you remember last year the stock tanked 
during the scandal and no one was happier than me to see 
them twist in the wind but in July, the trade idea was the Jan 
2012 $16/18 bull call spread at $0.70, which came in at $2 
for a 185% gain on a simple spread.  I HATE NWS – but they 
got cheap and there was a bullish play to be made – end of 
story.    
Phil on Germany’s position in Europe—I've done many, 
many M&As and restructurings and Germany is at the stage 
in the negotiations where the bank/creditor/debt holder/
contract holder goes a little mental over the concessions and 

blows off steam by screaming that they'll just walk away and 
let the chips fall where they may etc.  It's just a little temper 
tantrum before they sit back and take a sobering look at how 
screwed they are, own up to the losses they'll have to take 
and sign the damned contract…    

Stocks opened relatively flat on Tuesday, after a very ugly 

Monday on some equally ugly news. Moody’s had down-

graded 28 Spanish Banks, and Cyprus had joined bailout line 

(FT). Earlier on Tuesday, Japan’s parliament voted by a wide 

margin to double their national sales tax (WSJ).  Rumors in-

dicated that Rupert Murdoch was considering splitting scan-

dal-ridden News Corp into two companies, one dedicated to 

publishing and one to entertainment. 

In other pre-market news, con-

gressional leaders were consider-

ing a bill that would delay the 

“fiscal cliff” from January to 

March, indicating that they could 

perhaps govern together, at least 

two months at a time. 

(Bloomberg) Bank of England’s 

Governor Mervyn King told par-

liament he was struck by the 

worsening of the UK economy 

due to issues in the Eurozone, 

sparking hopes for additional 

easing. A positive retail report 

(Econoday) combined with a 

better than expected Case-

Schiller report   - positive after 

seven consecutive months of 

declines - set the stage for a 

slightly positive open, with the 

Dow +0.23% to 12531, S&P 

+0.26% to 1317 and Nasdaq +0.35% to 2846. (S&P). 

In company news, Goldman Sachs downgraded Morgan 

Stanley, and upgraded JP Morgan (Seeking Alpha). Redhat 

announced a furthering with their partnership with SAP, stok-

ing a feud with longtime rival Oracle.  

Rumors and comments out of Europe and the US kept traders 

on edge, with Mario Monti threatening resignation (Il Gior-

nale), Angela Merkel indicating that shared debt responsibil-

ity would not happen “in her lifetime” (Reuters), and Visa 

Europe announcing that it has been holding weekly meetings 

to discuss scenarios for a possible breakup of the Eurozone. It 

said it could “implement new currencies at the drop of a 

hat” (WSJ). Siemens indicated it would have trouble meeting 

its 2012 targets, while Boeing was ramping up for production 

of its newest jets. 

Late in the day, Germany was 

downgraded to A+ from AA- by 

the proactive Egan-Jones, and Al-

coa earnings were cut by 75% at 

Deutsch Bank, in advance of the 

company’s upcoming July 9 earn-

ings report. Other sectors down 

for the day included coaland gold 

miners. Barrick Gold Corporation  

(ABX) was down 3% despite the 

announcement of a new CFO. The 

day closed with markets up slight-

ly - “constructively bullish.”   

After the market closed, one of 

Pharmboy’s picks, Bristol-Myers 

Squibb Company (BMY), an-

nounced a $3B share buyback 

(Seeking Alpha). 

Spiegel published an interview 

with George Soros calling on Eu-

ropean Leaders to lead the conti-

nent out of crisis, establish some type of European Treasury 

Bills, and save the common currency (Spiegel).  

If you want to go for it with SVU, you can cash the stock 
and pick up the 2014 $3/5 bull call spread at $1.05 and 
sell the $3 puts for $0.70 for net $0.35 on the $2 spread 
that has a chance of an early call away for a 471% gain on 
cash and the worst case is owning SVU at net $3.35 and 
the margin, according to TOS is just $0.57 – so a nice re-
turn on margin – even if you do end up having to hold 
it.     

http://www.philstockworld.com/2012/06/26/technical-tuesday-red-is-dead/
http://ftalphaville.ft.com/blog/2012/06/26/1058971/the-london-6am-cut-3/
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304870304577489772513438062.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-06-25/congress-said-to-delay-automatic-budget-cuts-until-march.html
http://mam.econoday.com/byshoweventfull.asp?fid=450806&cust=mam&year=2012&lid=0
http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-case-shiller-home-price-indices/en/us/?indexId=spusa-cashpidff--p-us----
http://seekingalpha.com/currents/post/385451
http://www.ilgiornale.it/interni/monti_minaccia_frau_merkeleurobond_o_mi_dimettovia_vertice_berlusconi/mario_monti-angela_merkel-eurobond-dimissioni-minaccia-crisi_economica/26-06-2012/articolo-id=594231-page=0-comments=1
http://www.ilgiornale.it/interni/monti_minaccia_frau_merkeleurobond_o_mi_dimettovia_vertice_berlusconi/mario_monti-angela_merkel-eurobond-dimissioni-minaccia-crisi_economica/26-06-2012/articolo-id=594231-page=0-comments=1
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/06/26/eurozone-merkel-debt-idUSL6E8HQGG020120626?feedType=RSS&feedName=usDollarRpt
http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20120626-710063.html
http://seekingalpha.com/news-article/3319161-bristol-myers-squibb-announces-the-authorization-of-an-additional-3-billion-for-share-repurchase-program
http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/george-soros-says-germany-must-change-course-on-euro-crisis-a-841061.html
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Market recap: Stocks finished broadly higher after strong reports 

on pending home sales and durable goods orders, even as state-

ments out of Europe dimmed hopes for meaningful results from the 

upcoming summit. Energy stocks dominated the day's top gainers 

as crude oil rode past $80, but natural gas lost most of its early pop. 

NYSE advancers topped decliners five to two.  

Wednesday – Waiting for Europe to do Something or Nothing  

Phil on hedges - We hedge INVESTMENTS – stocks that we intend 
to be in for the long hold and our "hedges" are insurance against a 
decline in the value of our investments.  They are insurance we 
expect to lose against long-term gains we expect to make on our 
long-term investments.  Because we sell options against our long-
term positions, we KNOW we will make money in a flat or up mar-
ket so we KNOW we can budget a part of those expected profits 
for insurance.  If the market does go down, we get paid on our 
insurance and then we will decide whether to take the loss on our 
investments or whether we should buy more when they are on 
sale.   
None of that works when your "investment" is a bet that expires 
worthless in 30 days or less.  As you'll note from our $25KPs portfo-
lios, I make short-term long bets on stocks I think will go up and 
short-term short bets on stocks I think will go down but I have faith 
that BOTH bets are likely to pay off.  Obviously, the longs have a 

better shot in an up market and the shorts have a better shot in a 
down market but the point is I don't delude myself that I'm hedg-
ing – I'm making conflicting bets with the intention of cashing in 
the winners and then working on the losers – whichever side that 
is.  In the long-term, Income Portfolio, WE HEDGE.  We hedge be-
cause we take positions that we KNOW will provide us with an in-
come UNLESS the market goes down sharply and then we want 
some protection – more so when we have less free cash to adjust 
with.  We sacrificed almost half our gains last year on our hedges – 
a bit too conservative but we never sweated a downturn.  
Phil on the LIBOR scandal – Billions of dollars in damages to vic-
tims all over the World and no jail and they will "forgo an annual 
bonus this year"?  WOW!  I mean WOW!!!  Seriously, when they 
are hoisted up in the Trafalgar Square and placed on guillotines live 
on TV – I'm pretty sure you'll be able to point to this moment and 
say – yep, that was the last straw before the revolution.  

Early Wednesday, European shares were up slightly, and 

Asia was mixed. The City of Stockton teetered on the edge of 

bankruptcy, the largest city in the US ever to do so. The Chi-

cago Manufacturing Index fell, but May durable goods and 

housing came in better than expected (Econoday). 

In company news, Best Buy (BBY—now $20.96) founder 

Richard Schulze was considering taking the company private. 

Schulze, who abruptly resigned as chairman and director ear-

lier this month, is the retailer's largest shareholder with a 

~20% stake.  Lloyds (LYG) was reportedly close to selling 

630 bank branches to the Co-op  Group, in a deal expected to 

be worth £1B- £1.5B (FT).  Glencore’s $65bn Xstrata’s  mer-

ger was close to collapse (FT). Big investment banks includ-

ing JPMorgan (JPM), BofA (BAC), Citigroup (C), Goldman 

Sachs (GS) and Morgan Stanley (MS) were completing their 

"living wills" ahead of a deadline on July 1.  

In Europe, Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy said 

“We can’t finance at current prices for too long. There are 

many institutions and financial entities that have no market 

access. It’s happening in Spain, it’s happening in Italy and in 

other countries, that’s why this is a crucial issue.” (WSJ) 

Hedge fund icon Ray Dalio cautioned "Students of human 

nature and deleveragings know" the difficulty of creating a 

solution,. "We think the popular assumption that the Ger-

mans and the ECB will come through with the money to 

make all these debts good should not be taken for grant-

ed." (ZeroHedge) 

In absolutely mind boggling banking news, Barclays 

agreed to pay $450M to settle accusations it tried to manipu-

late the Libor rate, with $200M to go to the CFTC, and a pit-

tance $92.8M to the U.K.'s FSA regulator. CEO Bob Dia-

mond and three other top executives also agreed to forgo 

their bonuses this year. Traders' emails from the U.K.'s FSA 

lay out in great detail an extraordinary conspiracy to manipu-

late arguably the world's most important market.  Gillian 

Tett, writing in the financial times observed “an estimated 

$350tn of derivatives contracts have already been written 

using Libor as a reference point, and about 90 per cent of US 

commercial and mortgage loans are thought to be linked to 

the index, too. That means that Libor – like credit ratings – is 

now hard-wired into the system, even with its flaws…the 

wider symbolic significance of these revelations cannot be 

overstated; for they expose a big conceit at the very heart of 

the modern banking world”. (FT) 

Despite the mounting evidence to the contrary, Morgan 

Stanley CEO James Gorman argued it would be extremely 

premature to be arguing for a breakup" of the large banks. 

"Clients want big, stable institutions," and "We all need to 

calm down." (Bloomberg)  

Although Spain formally requested a bailout, Europe 

closed at session highs with Stoxx 50 +1.4%, Germany 

+1.4%, France +1.6%, Italy +2.6%, Spain +2.2%, U.K. 

+1.2%. The euro dropped -0.3% to $1.2459.  

In company news, a Chipotle (CMG—now $379.95) law-

suit pressured shares and its Q2 revenues were trending be-

low estimates. Peabody Energy (BTU - now $24.52) told an-

alysts it is well positioned to navigate market challenges and 

create value for its shareholders. It expects global metallurgi-

cal coal use to increase 25% by 2016. Google announced the 

much-rumored Nexus tablet and a home media streamer, and 

the launch of Project Glass.  

Pharmboy pick Arena Pharmaceuticals (ARNA +38%) 

traded as high as $13.50 following the FDA's approval of its 

weight-loss drug Belviq. (Seeking Alpha) 

The market closed up for the day with the Dow +0.7% to 

12,623. S&P +0.94% to 1332. Nasdaq +0.74% to 2875.   

http://www.philstockworld.com/2012/06/27/wednesday-waiting-for-europe-to-do-something-or-nothing/
http://www.philstockworld.com/2012/06/12/testy-tuesday-gotta-hold-those-lines/
http://mam.econoday.com/byshoweventfull.asp?fid=454286&cust=mam&year=2012&lid=0
https://www.google.com/finance?client=ob&q=NYSE:BBY
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303561504577491964127469228.html
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/ray-dalio-dont-assume-germany-will-bail-europe-out-consider-fat-tail-significant-possibility
http://www.fsa.gov.uk/static/pubs/final/barclays-jun12.pdf
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/24ee82f4-c12b-11e1-8179-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-06-27/falcone-sued-by-sec-over-personal-loan-and-market-manipulation.html
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/ecofin/131309.pdf
https://www.google.com/finance?q=NYSE%3Acmg
https://www.google.com/finance?q=NYSE%3Abtu
http://reviews.cnet.com/google-nexus-7/
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2406407,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2406501,00.asp
http://seekingalpha.com/currents/all/2012/06/27
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Market recap: Traders cite heavy futures buying as a catalyst for 

the late rally that lifted stocks off earlier lows. Others saw hope in 

Merkel's cancellation of an EU Summit press conference, which 

could mean more significant news is coming. Hospitals and Medi-

caid insurers rallied while commercial health plans were hit by the 

Supreme Court health care ruling. NYSE losers led winners three 

to two.  

Frustrating Thursday – From .EUphoria to .DEspair 

Commerce department figures in the U.S. Thursday indicat-

ed that the country’s economy grew 1.9% in the first quarter, 

reflecting gains in consumer spending. This is expected to 

cool down, however, as the U.S. struggles with a weakening 

job market and slowing global markets. Another report 

showed that the number of applications for unemployment 

benefits last week hovered near the highest level of the year 

while jobless claims decreased by 6,000 to 386,000. Corporate 

profits were revised to show the first drop in over three years.  

Also in the news was the groundbreaking Supreme Court 

decision to uphold Obama’s Heath Care Affordability Act, 

coined “Obamacare,” that is aimed to overhaul the health care 

system. The law passed 5-4 with assenting justices ruling that 

the law was considered a tax, and therefore constitutional. Ac-

cording to the AP, “The decision leaves a trail of winners and 

losers, from Main Street, USA, to the very steps of the Su-

preme Court. For some, it's a mixed bag.” 

The Office for National Statistics in the U.K. announced that 

the country’s economy shrank by 0.3% from January to 

March. New data released by the government is expected to 

support the already strong case for the Bank of England to 

restart its QE bond-buying program. Construction output 

showed its biggest decline in three years and industrial output 

fell 0.5% in the quarter. Exports fell at the fastest pace in al-

most a year and households’ disposable income fell by 0.9%. 

South Korea’s Ministry of Strategy and Finance announced 

a new economic outlook for 2012, cutting the economic 

growth forecast to 3.3% from  the previously projected 3.7%. 

"Deteriorating external conditions, like the fiscal crisis in Eu-

rope, are delaying full-scale economic recovery (in Korea)," 

said the ministry report. The report also indicates  that it ex-

pects the country to add 400,000 new jobs this year, and that 

consumer prices will rise 2.8%, which is slower than the pre-

vious estimate of 3.2%. 

The central bank in Brazil published a report with a revised 

GDP growth forecast cut to 2.5% from its previous estimate of 

3.5%. Its quarterly inflation report showed an increase in ex-

pected inflation for the year, up from 4.4% to 4.7%, reflecting 

in part the sharp depreciation of the local currency, the real. 

This could spur a further decrease of the already record-low 

interest rates. 

“Crippled European economies could drag down growth 

rates around the world for much longer than investors think, 

said Natalie Trunow, chief investment officer for equities at 

Calvert Investment Management.” Trunow went on to say that 

the market is too focused on bailouts and short-term develop-

ments instead of looking at how slowing growth and austerity 

measures are affecting even the stronger economies in the EU. 

According to Trunow, Europe’s struggles will hit emerging-

market economies that count European countries as major ex-

port customers. 

In Japan, factory output fell for its second straight month in 

May and manufacturing activity shrank in June. Industrial out-

put fell 3.1% in May, 70% of which was due to cuts in auto-

mobile output as demand generated by government subsidies 

for low-emission cars began to fade. 

Phil—I had to put up a quick note to double-down on the QQQ 
tomorrow $63s in our $25KP at $0.08 because they are already 
$0.12 and not everyone believes it when we say "ALWAYS sell into 
the initial excitement."  We only have one actual rule at PSW and 
that one is it.  Now, you may be thinking that buying calls for $0.08 
is not selling anything and you would be correct but our small 
portfolios were in no position to sell the $62 puts, which hit $0.40 
so this was the next best thing with QQQ testing the $62 line on no 
volume and for no reason.    
This is not about being a knee-jerk contrarian – those kind of trad-
ers tend to live a short life.  This is about a position we have stud-
ied and believe in with a premise THAT HAS NOT CHANGED when 
the sentiment shifts drastically against it and gives us an OPPOR-
TUNITY to scale in to a much larger position at a lower price.   
As noted in the post above – At $0.50 I said yesterday morning 
that the conservative move was to cash out these calls.  As it turns 

out – it would have been a genius move for all of us but this morn-
ing could have opened with a $0.65 move up instead of down and 
those calls could have been over $1 just as easily.  We decided 
yesterday morning we were willing to risk the position and it cer-
tainly doesn't make sense to say you will risk it but then chicken 
out when you get a cheaper price on the same position – not if 
nothing fundamental has changed! 
Phil—Because this "crisis", in the end, is all about the Finan-
cials.  When we had a real crisis, these guys dropped from $20 in 
July 2008 to $5 in March 2009 – long, relentless sell-offs in the 
financials with bank after bank falling out of favor.  This is nothing 
like that – people are buying and people buying financials are 
often very sophisticated traders with very good models and even 
better inside information.  As you can see from the VIX – there's no 
panic here – but there will be if we don't get our bailout.    

http://www.philstockworld.com/2012/06/28/frustrating-thursday-from-euphoria-to-despair/
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-06-28/u-s-economy-grew-1-9-in-first-quarter-on-consumer-spending.html
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_SUPREME_COURT_HEALTH_CARE_WINNERS_AND_LOSERS?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT&CTIME=2012-06-29-03-40-31
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_SUPREME_COURT_HEALTH_CARE_WINNERS_AND_LOSERS?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT&CTIME=2012-06-29-03-40-31
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/06/28/us-britain-economy-idUSBRE85R0KX20120628
http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20120628-702190.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20120628-702190.html
http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/06/28/brazil-economy-centralbank-idINL2E8HS1VV20120628
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303561504577494912319972578.html?mod=googlenews_wsj
http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/06/29/japan-economy-output-idINL3E8HT14120120629
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Inside  Phil Stock World Member Chat 

Market recap: Stocks finished Q2 with a bang as investors 

cheered the surprise EU summit agreement, even if it felt a bit 

likedeja vu. The Dow and S&P wrapped up their best June in 13 

years; Nasdaq posted its strongest since 2000. Commodities 

surged, as crude oil skied 9.4% and gold rose 3.5%. Reports on 

weak consumer spending and sentiment were brushed aside. 

NYSE gainers led losers six to one.  

TGI False Hope! 

Member—When buying calls and you want to limit the loss, how do 
you figure that out? I suppose it depends on the underlying volatili-
ty, right? Is 10% a good buffer (in general)?  
Phil—Big topic but 10% can be the spread when you enter a call, 
how can it be your stop?  The key is scaling in.  When we have 
$4,000 to allocate to a call position, then perhaps we buy 10 $1 
calls to start ($1,000) and, if they go up a quick 20%, we are thrilled 
to make $200 and call it a day as that's 5% of the whole $4,000 and 
if we can do that 10 times a year we're going to be happy campers 
anyway.  If they go down 20% and we still believe in them, we may 
buy 10 more for .80 (and, of course, we don't automatically buy 
more, we wait for it to stop falling and prove a floor) and then we 
have 20 with $1,800 allocated that are down $200 and, before they 
go down below $1,300 – we'd reach another inflection point where 
we have to decide whether to commit more of the $2,200 we have 
on the side or whether we are going to take a $400-500 loss (10% 

of our allocation) and move on to a trade we weren't 40% wrong 
on with our entry.  If the calls fall to .60 ($1,200), for example.  We 
have $2,200 cash still on the side and we can use 1/2 of it to double 
down at .60 and that would put us in the original 40 contracts we 
intended to buy but with just $3,000 (75%) spent.  Unfortunately, 
the 40 contracts are only worth $2,400 so we're down 20% but the 
contracts are now fully 40% lower than our initial entry and we've 
had a lot longer to follow the position so the assumption is we RE-
ALLY believe in it and simply had poor timing on our original entry.  

Good news in Europe powered the markets higher at the 

open. The latest solution from the eurozone is to use bailout 

funds to recapitalize banks directly after an acting banking 

supervisor is established. In addition, the eurozone leaders 

agreed to use funds from the EFSF/ESM to buy the debt of 

peripheral countries, with the ECB acting as agent in the 

transactions. Following the news, bond yields were declining 

for the most troubled countries, but rising for Germany. There 

is still a lot of work to do to achieve a stronger fiscal and fi-

nancial union, but these agreements were perceived as a step 

in the right direction. 

The rising stock market never looked back. The Dow Jones 

index finished 2.2% higher, while the NASDAQ rallied over 

3%! Equity markets had the best June performance since 

1999. Commodities were in rally mode as well, with oil gain-

ing over $4 and gold gaining almost $50. 

Rolling Stone followed up on the LIBOR case with a blog 

article describing further evidence of market manipulation. 

Reuters had previously reported that Barclay had agreed to 

cooperate with the government in a race to broker a deal: 

“Despite widespread expectation that it would be UBS, it 

turned out to be Barclays. You know how in Law and Or-

der Jack McCoy always puts the two murder accomplices in 

separate rooms and tells them both that whoever talks first 

wins? Something like that happened here. In any case, the 

Department of Justice filing on the settlement contained 

excerpts of emails and other evidence that recall the taped 

phone conversations in the Carollo case: once again, we 

have seemingly incontrovertible evidence of wide-scale mar-

ket manipulation.” 

Despite the strong move in gold today, Mark Hulbert on 

MarketWatch wondered if the end of the gold bull market was 

near: 

“While the two analysts believe the commodity bull market 

is not yet over, and therefore that new highs for commodi-

ties generally lie ahead, they also believe that the current 

commodity bull market is far closer to its end than its begin-

ning.” 

In Fiscal Times, Bruce Bartlett wondered if it was time for 

the Fed to raise interest rates. While it seems counterintuitive 

in the current environment, Bartlett believes that it could have 

positive effects: 

“So how is it possible to raise interest rates without tight-

ening monetary policy? The answer is surprisingly simple – 

raise inflationary expectations. According to economic theo-

ry, lenders are mainly concerned about the real rate of in-

terest – the market rate minus the expected rate of inflation 

over the life of a loan. If expectations of inflation rise, then 

interest rates should rise by the same rate.[..] 

The Fed can raise inflationary expectations just by saying 

that it intends to allow inflation to rise. If markets believe 

the Fed means it, they will react accordingly because they 

know that the Fed is the principal cause of inflation.” 

Surely, a controversial topic! 

BA (currently at $73.77) -  You can sell the 2014 $57.50 puts for 
$4.75 and buy the $65/80 bull call spread for $8 for net $3.25 on 
the $15 spread that's $8.77 in the money and that trade makes 
up to $11.75 (360%) if you just leave it alone and BA goes up 
10% and it makes 100% if BA simply holds $73.80. 

http://www.philstockworld.com/2012/06/29/tgi-false-hope/
http://ftalphaville.ft.com/blog/2012/06/29/1065101/a-late-night-deal/
http://ftalphaville.ft.com/blog/2012/06/29/1065221/some-eu-deal-pessimism/
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/blogs/taibblog/a-huge-break-in-the-libor-banking-investigation-20120628
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/blogs/taibblog/a-huge-break-in-the-libor-banking-investigation-20120628
http://newsandinsight.thomsonreuters.com/Legal/News/ViewNews.aspx?id=50904&terms=%40ReutersTopicCodes+CONTAINS+%27ANV%27
http://www.marketwatch.com/Story/story/print?guid=1FA18EF2-C14B-11E1-98EF-002128049AD6
http://www.thefiscaltimes.com/Columns/2012/06/29/7-Reasons-the-Fed-Should-Raise-Interest-Rates.aspx
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I’m not a big fan of TA.  We have our 5% rule and it serves 

us well enough but that’s a statistical analysis, not a technical 

one.  The only TA I put a lot of stock in is Fibonacci Retrace-

ments but that, also, is really statistical science and has noth-

ing to do with trying to predict the movement of squiggly lines 

on a chart.  

The 5% Rule does NOT tell you which way the market is 

going.  It does tell you where the resistance points will be.  Of 

course, knowing that and knowing what kind of bounces to 

expect and knowing where a proper breakdown or break-out 

occurs is kind of useful and, when it coincides with the tea 

leaves that are read by the "real" TA guys – you can really 

have something good to go by!  

Unfortunately, the 5% Rule is not really a RULE because it 

requires a cynical background in statistics, especially regard-

ing aberrant values or "outliers" and a general understanding 

of market history as well as current market events because all 

need to be taken into account in order to give you accurate 

"consolidation levels" from which we base out chart move-

ment. 

The great Harry Houdini used to enjoy amazing audiences 

with demonstrations of the supernatural, especially when he 

would pull back the curtain and reveal the frauds that others 

were passing off as reality.  That’s how I feel about TA - we 

can use these very simple scientific "tricks" to project the 

movement of the market and others can paint their charts and 

dress them up in whatever language they wish to make it 

unique but, to me, it still all boils down to the fundamentals 

with the underlying movement governed by normal regression 

patterns influenced by capital flows and sentiment.  

Whatever you want to call it, here’s a chart from May 5 

2010, where I said: “So what lies ahead?  Most likely a re-

trace back to 1,100 (25% of our run) but if that holds and we 

consolidate a bit, I will be downright bullish.  I will also be 

impressed if we hold 1,145, which was our last breakout line 

but, for now, we have a 3.75% drop from 1,218 but a poor 

bounce yesterday indicates we are likely to get down to a 5% 

pullback from 1,218 to 1,157 and not holding that is going to 

be nasty.  For now, we have the rising 50 dma and the 2.5% 

line at 1,170 so VERY BAD if we can’t pull a bounce together 

here.” 

The next few months were interesting and here’s where we 

were later that year on the same chart: 

See, it’s just a range people!  A very predictable, very nor-

mal trading range.  The world does not end as we turn down 

and all of our problems are not solved when we turn up any 

more than a bouncing ball repeals the law of gravity on the 

way up and reaffirms it on the way down – that’s just the way 

it works and you don’t get proper perspective until you step 

back and take a look at the bigger picture.  

It was very easy to call a top on April 28th as we “Hedged 

for Disaster” and it was very easy to call a bottom on July 6th 

as we began to feel the sell-off was overdone.  The next day 

(July 7th) we added “9 Fabulous Dow Plays Plus A Chip 

Shot” to our June 26th Buy List as we considered the bonus 

dip to be nothing more than an additional buying opportunity 

that took us from a very cautious 75% cash, down to 65% 

cash.  

So our 5% rule held for the week while the Fibonacci level 

(1,014) held up on the spike.  That gave us reason to get bull-

ish and, keep in mind, we were up 300% or more on our disas-

ter hedges too so we took them off the table and readied a new 

batch in case we headed lower (never triggered, of course) .  

Notice that we spent 2 months moving from our zero line at 

1,100 to our 10% line at 1,210 and then spent two months sell-

ing off but only fell to the -5% line at 1,045.  That right there 

should let us know that things were not as bearish as they 

seemed.  

Phil’s 5% Rule 
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The Week Ahead 

We had a nice little formula for figuring out an S&P target based 

on how much stimulus was put in.  It worked out to $10Bn per 

point with a roughly 6 month window before the effect began to 

wear off but our formula was messed with in two important ways 

by rule changes that have magnified the effect of new and recent 

stimulus.   

First off, the EU will now capitalize banks directly.  This means 

that money given to the banks by the EU will NOT become a debt 

for the sovereign in which the bank resides.  This is a MAJOR 

change and at least doubles the effect of EU bailout dollars and, 

even worse for our formula - it may invalidate the timer.  

This was evidenced by the incredible drop-off in Spain’s 2-year 

yield on Friday, dropping 113 basis points to 4.28% (down 20%) 

along with a 10% dive in the 10-year rate to 6.32% from 6.94%.  

Italy had similar success and their bank index popped 10.5% on 

Friday alone.   

Even more insidious was a stealth move by our own Government 

to MASSIVELY manipulate Q2 earnings by simply changing a 

provision in the Transportation Bill that will now allow corporate 

pension plans to use the average interest rate over the past 25 years 

(high) as opposed to the last 2 years (low) towards calculating fu-

ture returns.   

This has, in the stroke of a pen, not only re-funded (on paper) the 

under-funded pension plans of many old-line blue-chips like GM, 

F, X, etc., but it also will cause those plans to suddenly report mas-

sive profits (paper ones) just in time to salvage the S&P’s Q2 earn-

ings reports in July and August.   

This is why I don’t invest in Chinese companies—this kind of 

nonsense goes on all the time.  It is shameful to see this type of 

cavalier manipulation of the books go on in America.   

Other stealth bailouts from the Transport bill include a much-

needed extension of low-rate student loans (but that too is really 

another bailout for the banks as millions of students would have 

simply defaulted at 9%) so let’s call that 5% of $1Tn or $50Bn a 

year.  Then there is also, in the TRANSPORTATION bill, an ex-

tension of the National Flood Insurance Program, which is also 

good for about $20Bn of stealth bailouts as it affects the rates ap-

plied to 110M US homeowners.   

Are investors dumb enough to fall for this BS manipulation and 

BUYBUYBUY next week—sure they are!  That’s why we went 

with the very aggressive DIA July $129 calls at $1.10 in both of 

our $25,000 Portfolios on Friday—this could give the Dow a huge 

boost if taken at face value but, as noted on page one—we are back 

to Cashy and Cautious ahead of the holiday with Tuesday being 

half a day and Wednesday closed on US Markets 

Have a very Happy Holiday from all of us at PSW and SWW!        

http://www.cnbc.com/id/48007337/
http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424053111904317504577496820893637272.html?mod=BOL_da_udwsd
http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424053111904317504577496820893637272.html?mod=BOL_da_udwsd
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Biotech Corner 

Courtesy of Pharmboy  

 Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for infor-

mational purposes only and is based upon information that is considered 

to be reliable. However, neither Philstockworld, LLC (PSW) nor its affili-

ates warrant its completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be 

relied upon as such. Neither PSW nor its affiliates are responsible for any 

errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this infor-

mation. Past performance, including the tracking of virtual trades and 

portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future 

results. Neither Phil, Optrader, Pharmboy or anyone related to PSW is a 

registered financial adviser and they may hold positions in the stocks men-

tioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell 

based on anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great.  

 

This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or 

sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities or other fi-

nancial instruments mentioned in this material are not suitable for all in-

vestors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject 

to change without notice, and are only intended at the moment of their 

issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does 

not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular 

investment decision. This material does not take into account your partic-

ular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intend-

ed as a recommendation to you of any particular securities, financial in-

struments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it 

is suitable for your particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek pro-

fessional advice.  

Medicis Pharmaceutical Corp.(MRX)  
is a specialty pharmaceutical company, engages in the devel-

opment and marketing of various products for the treatment 

of dermatological and aesthetic conditions in the United 

States and Canada. It provides acne-related dermatological 

products, including SOLODYN for the treatment of inflam-

matory lesions of non-nodular acne vulgaris in patients 12 

years of age or older; and ZIANA Gel to treat acne vulgaris 

in patients 12 years and older. The company also offers non-

acne dermatological products comprising DYSPORT, an in-

jectable botulinum toxin type A formulation for the tempo-

rary improvement in the appearance of glabellar lines in 

adults younger than 65 years of age. The company sells its 

products to wholesale pharmaceutical distributors and retail 

pharmacy chains.  I like buying 100 shares of stock and sell-

ing the January 2013 $35 calls and $32 puts for $5.15.  


